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The Letter i

Introduce this and the next card Q.{umber 18) during the same teaching session. Be sure to

allow enough time to introduce both cards to your class. Hold up this card. Read or

paraphrase:

This is a picture of the one-eyed monster. He goes aroun{ salin8 "Ij-I." We all have io

use the rvord I to talk about ourselves.,but he says "I'l all the time. The word'I is spelled

with one letter. the letter that begins the word iron. [Poiht to the letter below the picture

of the monster.] Look how the letter i is made, with a line and a dot. Yoy 
"-* 

think of
the dot as a little eyeball. C* you see this letter [p_oint to i] in the monster's face? (yes)

makes the ltlsound on this monster? (His hair is made of !'s.) Let's say the sound of the

letter in the one-eyed monster'i face. (/il)

Ask the following questions:

Present the next card, Number 18, as soon as you have finished asking these questions.

Before your teaching period ends, return to this card at least once and repeat the questions

above. Repeat this exercise as necessary on subsequent days.

Optional Additional Activities

. Have students print the letter i- using the directional clues discussed in the Beginning

Manual for Integral #16.

. Students draw the one eye monster and make him as scary as they wish.

. IJse the following word lists for Phonemic Awareness Exercises L & 2. [See Appendix

A for details.] Exercise 1: iron, try, table, island, truck, rice, high, rose Exercise 2: ice,

tie, kite, pet, slide, mine, fly, ivy

. Copy and laminate this card and display it in your classroom. See Standard Activities

in Appendix A for coloring activities.
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The Consonant Blend bl

Hold up this card. Read or paraphrase the following:

The peallut bqtter and jelly and lgyer cake friends which you have been reading are a

special kind of lettii called vowels;::,;The other letteii:thii rnake ofthe slices ofbread and
: layers,of cake are'Called consonants, In the past we used these bread and cake,letters one

atla time" ,Now *. *! going,,use some of,theserletters::and blur,them:together. [Point to

b1.] f.etr:S,all try to put,1t.re,two consona-ntletters, b,and l, iogether. What sound does

f"ti"t b1nakei (lbl) What:sound does letter l-make? (/l/): Together each of these

:..,:..:,i.i.i.;o o;#t,'.iettirt *uiiei its iouredi...but the.S.oun#,.'are uiurreo together'',sli$htlV.,...,..,rhesb

.,....i,.., ffio...lefiet$:'.C[tii'ftlll.......Cmi,.tou.iiay...tfiiS...with me. ( 10

Model the sound for students, but also be sure they can make the sound for themselves. Do

not be afraid to say, or to let your students say, lbluV or lbleV. It is very difficult to isolate

a consonant blend as a pure sound, and students need to feel the sound even if they tend to

add an extra schwa sound. (You should not, however, do this later when you work with
short vowels.) Encourage students tofeel the sound in their mouths. Do not belabor the

process of making the sound in isolation. It is much easier to make the sound as part of a

word. Next, point to the sandwich as you read or paraphrase the following:

Look at the word in thiS sand*lCtr Who are the peanut butterand jelly friendsZ 199; We

call these tetters::vowels. What sound'do they make?,',,(l,eel Now look at thiS'extra thick

sfl." of Uoad. We can pretend it il italian bread or'French biead'or TexaS,'toast,l It has

t*; Consonant letters'and thbii SounOS.are slightly blurred together. They',rnake the
''' :l

Next point to the cake. Read or paraphrase:

Look at the word,,ih this layer cake. What::5p64 does the crunchy filling mak et: (lat)
,,[)oesithe creamy g frosting makb any sound? (inoA ,No* look.,at this extra thick layer

....,..........4f..c*e....,ffi'C llptetand''*...iS,...rmeeliiftod...a e...oi...$bmO cake.. It lul Jl? ryo 3n19.111t

i, tound to the irunchy frlling. (lbl,al) Wttit io""O does,the next layer otiat<e -ske7 (/m4
i Soi,l.t" add it. (/bla/ lmly""yet's all say the whole word together,. blamg.

Print the words below in a column on the board. Decode a few words as a group using the

dialogues above as a guide - except that, this time, you should try to get your students to give

you the sound of bt rather than giving them the sound first. Then have students take turns

reading the words individually. Be patient. Use vocabulary steps to explain the meaning

of unfamiliarwords such as bleat, bleak, bloat and blare. When you are finished decoding,

have your students copy the words and pattern mark them.

Word Lisfi blaze,bleak, blade, bleat, bleed, blame, bloat, blare
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Appendices

Note: A letter with slash marl<s around it (e.g., ltl) refers to the sound of that letter, while an

underlined letter (e.g.,!) refers to the name of that letter.

Appendix A - Standard Activities

In addition to the specific teaching activities described on the back of each card, we suggest you

perform a few other activities on a regular basis. Although they are listed at the bottom of each card

as Optional Additional Activities,they may be very important to your students' ultimate success.

Manuscript Letter Printing

Integrating printing practice into your lessons on letters is an excellent way to reinforce the

associations of letter sound and letter shape. You will find the directional clues for teaching letter

formation in the lessons of the Beginning I Teacher/Student Manual of the Stevenson Language

Skills Program. You can use the integral numbers on these cards to coordinate them to that manual.

Phonemic Awareness Exercises

Research clearly indicates that many students with reading problems also have difficulty processing

the sounds that make up words (phonemes). The research also indicates that improving these

students' phonemic awareness also improves their reading. The exercises below build phonemic

awareness. Before you initiate them, you might need to make sure students understand the basic fact

that a single word is made up of several sounds. For example, explain that the word coat is made

up of three sounds - lcl, lol and ltl - and lclis at the beginning, /o/ is in the middle and ltJ is at the

end. (These exercises are to be administered orally. Do not ask students to read these words.)

Exercise 1 - Imagine X stands for a sound and Y stands for a word. Ask the simple question,

"Do you hear X in the word Y?" Students should answer, "yes"or "no." Here are the questions

for Card Number One where /o/ represents the long sound of the letter o:

1. Do you hear lol in the word boat? (yes)

2. Do you hear lolin the word load? (yes)

3. Do you hear lolin the word rain? (no)

4. Do you hear lolin the word read? (no)

5. Do you hear lolin the word open? (yes)

6. Do you hear lolin the word desk? (no)

7. Do you hear lolin the word coat? (yes)

8. Do you hear lolin the word lake? (no)

On subsequent cards you will adjust the activity for the sound covered on that card. For

example, on Card #5, The Letter L you should ask, "Do you hear /t/ intime?" etc., and on Card

#20,The Letter e, you should ask, "Do you hear lel inbeach?" etl-
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